
 

28 inch 3840x2160 Resolution Full HD LCD 3G 

SDI 4K Monitor For FS7 Camera 
  

Lilliput BM280-4K using design Metal housing, it looks simple but graceful, light up the brand positioning of LILLIPUT high-end and 

professional. The 4K 3840*2160 ultra high definition supports four different pictures in one screen. 

A, Enjoy stunning Ultra HD (3840*2160) picture quality 

B, Save space and energy with LED technology 

C, Fast response time – 5ms 

D, Perfect for viewing movies, documents and files 

E, Increase productivity with more screen space 

F, Adjustable stand, up/down, left/right as you wish 

G, Newest P in P and 4 different pictures in one screen high technology. 

  



1)4K Ultra-HD resolution 

Ultra HD 4K screens contain 8.3 million pexel(3840×2160),  

so the resolution is four times that of Full HD. 

and making the innovative 4K screen the ultimate in cinematic displays. 

  

2) 170°Viewing angle 

High Professional panel can avoid any color lose, wide square suit to watch movie with family  

member. Ultra wide Angle 170 ° let you feel no problem in watching movie from the top, down, left  

and right, just enjoy the level of colour and image performance. 

  

3)Precise color  

1000:1 high contrast, 300cd/m2 brightness, so you can enjoy sharper, more detailed images and richer colors than ever before. 

  

4)Carry-on suitcase 

The suitcase improves the monitor robustness & portability, also speeds up heat radiating. It makes monitor more stablity and 

reliability. Specially suitable for live shooting and post production. 

  

5)Metal housing 

A good protection from damage with all aluminum mainbody, to extend the life time of your monitor. 

  

6) LED back light save energy protect environment  

Lilliput using newest LED back light technology, bring you a more healthy life, protect environment , 

let you live in a more comfortable home. 

  

7) Full interfaces suit your various requirement 

BM280-4K has HDMI, 3G-SDI, DVI,VGA and Audio interfaces, full interfaces almost solve all your problem,  

more interfaces more fine. 

  

8) Support wall mounted 

Lilliput BM280-4K, one monitor but can be used as TV, support household and working-use. 

  

9)16:9 aspect ratio 

In similar size, the resolution of 16:9 aspect ratio is better than 16:10. 

Lilliput BM280-4K 28inch large size increase productivity with more screen space, display picture more  

clearly, smooth and vivid. 

  

10) 5ms response time, say good bay to ghost imaging 

Creating smooth picture, no ghost imaging. Feeling crazy speed, and vivid picture. 

  

11)Newest P in P high technology 

Lilliput BM280-4K using advanced multitask process technology, let you start to try new things. P in P 

function support connect 2 computer together to monitor, separate screen into two different parts,  

every part can up to 3840*2160 resolution. Easy to use, no need to change screen in different  

computer. Lilliput BM280-4K also has function of showing four picture on one screen, very convenience 

for busy person, you can write reports, seek information, chat with friends while watching movie. 

  

DISPLAY 

  Display Screen   28”  

  Physical Resolution   3840×2160, support 4K singal 



  Aspect Ratio   16:9 

  Brightness   300cd 

  Contrast   1000:1 

  Viewing Angle   170°/160°(H/V) 

INPUT 

  3G-SDI   1 

  HDMI    HDM 2.0x1(support 4k 60Hz) HDMI 1.4x3(support 4K 30Hz) 

  DVI   1 

  VGA   1 

  Audio   1 

  TALLY   1 

OUTPUT   3G-SDI   1 

AUDIO 

  Speaker   2 (L/R) 

  Ear Phone Slot   1 

POWER 

  Current   2800mA (15V) 

  Input Voltage   DC 12-24V (XLR) 

  Battery Plate   V-mount / Anton Bauer mount 

  Power Consumption   ≤37.5W 

ENVIRONMENT 

  Operating Temperature   -20℃~50℃ 

  Storage Temperature   -30℃~60℃ 

DIMENSION 

  Dimension(LWD) 
  29.6mm670×425×45mm 

  / 761×474×173mm(with case) 

  Weight   9.4kg / 21kg(with case) 

  

Accessories: 

Suitcase:                                                                  1 piece 

Flexible folding sun shade:                                            1 piece 

15V DC adapter :                                                        1 piece 

Battery palte bracketl:                                                   1 piece 

Manual:                                                                     1 copy 

V-mount Battery Plate(optional) :                                     1 piece 

Anton Bauer Mount Battery Plate(optional) :                       1 piece 

  

 

 


